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Abstract: In this work the terahertz spectra of benzene, toluene, p-xylene and styrene–four
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) of interest in environmental pollution studies–have been
measured in their liquid phase at room temperature using terahertz time-domain spectroscopy
(THz-TDS). Their frequency-dependent refractive index and absorption coefficient have been
extracted and analyzed in the spectral range from 0.2 to 2.5 THz. The optical properties of
bi-component VOCs mixtures have also been investigated and described in terms of a linear
combination of pure VOCs optical components.

© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

VOCs belong to a broad family of organic compounds characterized by different functional groups,
including various aromatic chloro hydrocarbons and perfluorocarbons, such as organic solvent
thinners, degreasers, cleaners, lubricants, inflammable liquids [1–4]. VOCs, both in liquid and
gas phases, are emitted from a variety materials during technological processes as, chemical and
petrochemical activities and from building products and furnishing materials [5]. Thus, VOCs
deserve special considerations as a potential source of risk for humans and environment [6–9].
As VOCs are increasingly recognized as pollutants [2,3,9], a fast, non-destructive, and useful
tool for their detection and chemical identification is highly desirable, with a focus on low-cost,
low-power consumption and low-time consuming devices. New and advanced technologies,
such as Terahertz (THz) spectroscopies, may provide complementary methods to conventional
analytical approaches [10–17]. In particular, THz spectroscopy offers many advantages: the low
photon energy of THz radiation (i.e., 4meV at 1 THz) allows its propagation through inflammable
liquids without causing combustion [18], at the same time, THz light is non-ionizing and sensitive
to polar molecules. The photon energy of THz wave coincides with energy levels corresponding
to low-frequency motions, such as the vibration, rotation and translation modes of molecules
in their condensed phases, and intermolecular vibrations such as hydrogen bonds. With these
properties, THz-TDS spectroscopy is a promising technique for the characterization of different
solid and liquid materials in a wide range of research fields [19–23]. THz-TDS spectroscopy has
the advantages over traditional Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR): it is insensitive
to the thermal background, showing a higher SNR and does not require the using of cooling
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detectors. More importantly, THz-TDS relies on the synchronous and coherent detection, in
which both the amplitude and the phase of a THz pulse are measured [24]. For this reason,
the technique is capable of evaluating the optical properties, the refractive index in addition to
absorption coefficient, without using the Kramers-Kronig relations [24].
Some VOCs, especially those belonging to the hydrocarbon species such as benzene, have

been widely studied both in the microwave frequencies [25] and in the far-infrared region [15–17].
Liquid benzene has been preliminary characterized by Barnes et al. [15] in the frequency
range from 2.1-7.5 THz, and Mrozek et al. [17] studing its transmittance vs. pressure in
the 1.5-19.5 THz spectral range. Rønne et al. have reported a comparison between the THz
absorption spectra of liquid toluene and benzene [26]. Moreover, Zheng et al. [27] experimentally
characterized three benzene isomers in solid-phase, investigating the temperature dependence
of their intermolecular dynamics. These data are integrated by solid-state DFT to theoretically
simulate and assign the observed THz isomers spectra, obtaining a good agreement between
experimental and calculated spectra. Regarding applied researches, Ikeda et al. [18] studied
inflammable liquids (gasoline, kerosene and toluene) stored in standard beverage plastic bottles
by THz-TDS. They showed that the differences in the transmittance and refractive index in the
THz region (0.3-1.8 THz) allow the distinction among those compounds suggesting the use of
THz-TDS as screening and discrimination tool for these substances in the liquid phase.

In this manuscript, we address the application of THz-TDS spectroscopy by investigating four
different VOCs: benzene, styrene, toluene, and p-xylene, in their liquid phase. The chemical
structures of VOCs here investigated are characterized by the same benzene ring, modified
by different C-Hx functional groups, which are expected to induce changes in their optical
properties. These modifications, which have been identified in this study, can be potentially used
as identification markers for their recognition in bi- and multi-component mixtures. With this
aim, we report below the experimental setup, a description of the collected THz data and their
analysis with relative discussions.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental setup and methods

The THz-TDS technique, described in detail in [14,18,19,23,24], was used to investigate the
THz optical properties of liquid VOCs. Our homemade THz-TDS setup is depicted in Fig. 1(a).
We use a femtosecond pulse laser (FemtoFiber NIRpro, Toptica), to illuminate twin G10620-11
Hamamatsu photoconductive antennas (PCAs) emitting, and collecting THz radiation. The
temporal width of the laser is 100 fs and its central wavelength is 780 nm. Its repetition rate is
80MHz, with an average power of 150mW. TPX lenses are used to collimate and focalize THz
radiation in the interval 0.2-2.5 THz.

The sample cell is aligned in the focus of the THz beam with a manual micrometric stage, with
the cell windows perpendicular to the propagating THz radiation. After transmission through
the sample, THz pulses are collimated and refocused on the THz-detector PCA by TPX lenses.
Simultaneously, the probe beam is used to gate the THz-detector PCA, and the THz electric
field as a function of time is measured with a delay line [14,20]. The output signal from the
THz-detector, extracted by a Stanford lock-in amplifier, is transferred to a National Instrument
acquisition card allowing the data collection. Our optical system provides a spectral bandwidth
ranging from 0.2 to 2.5 THz, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and dynamic range (DR) are 780
and 970 in the frequency domain, respectively [28] with a spectral resolution of 50GHz.

2.2. Sample preparation

The investigated VOC samples are reagent grade benzene (C6H6 - Sigma Aldrich - Purity (GC)
>99.0%), styrene (C8H8 - Sigma Aldrich - Purity (GC) >99.0%), toluene (C7H8 - Sigma Aldrich -
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Fig. 1. a) Schematic optical layout of the experimental THz-TDS setup. b) Profiles of free
space (blue dotted line) and empty sample cell (red solid line) THz signals are reported.

Purity (GC) >99.75%) and p-xylene (C8H10 - Sigma Aldrich - Purity (GC) >99.0%). The liquids
were sealed in quartz Suprasil cells transparent for visible light and exhibiting a high-frequency
THz cut-off at 2.5 THz. The sample thickness was fixed at 5mm; the tolerance of the optical
path as given by the manufacturer is± 0.01mm.

3. Results and discussion

The THz properties of the four VOC samples in their liquid phase at room temperature can be
described in terms of their frequency-dependent refractive index n(ν) and absorption coefficient
α(ν). These optical parameters can be extracted through the following equations [24]:

n(ν) = 1 +
[φs(ν) − φr(ν)]c

2πνd
(1)

α(ν) =
4k(ν)πν

c
= −

2
d
ln

[����Es(ν)

Er(ν)

����] (2)

where d is the thickness of the sample, Es(ν) and Er(ν) are the transmitted THz electric fields
from sample, and reference in the frequency domain, φs(ν) and φr(ν) represent their respective
phases, and c is the speed of light. In Fig. 1(b), two examples of THz electric fields are reported.
The dotted line represents the THz electric field produced by the PCAs and propagating in
free space, and the solid line concerns the THz electric field transmitted by the empty sample
cell (reference). n(ν) and α(ν) are reported in Fig. 2(a), and 2b for all VOCs measured in this
experiment. The refractive indexes (Fig. 2(a)), measured by THz-TDS, vary between 1.501 to
1.564 at 1.5 THz, with accuracy of± 0.001. Styrene has the highest refractive index (1.564)
while benzene, toluene and p-xylene show similar refractive index equal to 1.507, 1.504 and
1.501, respectively. The refractive index variation along the four VOCs is in agreement with the
refractive index-mass density relationship [29,30]. A denser material, in this case styrene, tends
to a have a larger refractive index because the applied field induces a greater number of electric
dipoles [29,30]. Figure 2(b) displays the absorption coefficients of the studied VOCs as a function
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of frequency. Here the peaks at high frequency are instrumental and due to not well-compensated
water absorption. The VOCs absorption coefficients are different each other above 0.5 THz, due
to the difference of their molecular dipole moments. The absorption coefficients vary between
3.87 to 5.44 cm−1 and accuracy of± 0.01 cm−1 at 1.5 THz: styrene has the highest absorption
coefficient (5.44 cm−1), instead benzene, toluene and p-xylene show absorption coefficients equal
to 4.98, 5.05 and 3.87 cm−1, respectively. Although our VOC samples have similar molecular
structures, THz-TDS successfully discriminates them in terms of their refractive and absorption
parameters.

Fig. 2. a) The refractive indexes and b) absorption coefficients of benzene, styrene, toluene
and p-xylene vs. frequency. Arrows indicate not compensated water absorptions.

Successively, we have measured the optical properties of bi-components mixture. For instance,
Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) display the refractive index and the absorption coefficient of a styrene/p-xylene
mixture in comparison to those of pure compounds. More specifically, we have prepared 1800
µl of solution mixing, in volume fractions, 0.22± 0.06 and 0.78± 0.05 of styrene and p-xylene,
respectively. The refractive index of this mixture (green line, in Fig. 3(a)) lies between those
of the pure compounds (blue and red lines in Fig. 3(a) for styrene and p-xylene, respectively).
Similar results have been obtained for other mixtures.
Both the absorption coefficient α(ν)mix and the refractive index n(ν)mix of the mixture can

be described through a linear combination [29–31] of the absorption coefficients and refractive
index of the pure VOCs:

n(ν)mix = xSn(ν)S + xPn(ν)P (3)

α(ν)mix = xSα(ν)S + xPα(ν)P (4)
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Fig. 3. a) The refractive indexes and b) absorption coefficients of pure styrene (blue) and
p-xylene (red) in their liquid phase at room temperature. The experimental data (green lines)
of mixture can be well represented through a linear combination (purple lines) of optical
data of pure styrene and p-xylene with volume fractions corresponding to their nominal
values (see text).

where xS and xP are the volume fractions of styrene and p-xylene, respectively with xS =
0.22 ± 0.06 and xP = 0.78 ± 0.05. The purple line represents, through Eq. (3), the refractive
index of the mixture, showing a good agreement with the measured value. A similar agreement
can be achieved by comparing the experimental absorption coefficient of the mixture (green line,
Fig. 3(b)), with that calculated through Eq. (4) (purple line, Fig. 3(b)). This result (which is
independent of the mixed components and their volume fractions), suggests that the interaction
energy is very low in this mixture [32] and this is probably determined by the low polar nature of
VOCs molecules. Analogous results (not shown) have been observed for other mixtures.

4. Conclusion

The optical THz properties of benzene, styrene, toluene and p-xylene VOCs in their liquid phase
have been investigated by THz-TDS technique. Although the samples have similar molecular
structures, the measurements of the refractive index and the absorption coefficient in the THz
region (0.2-2.5 THz) revealed that specific VOCs can be efficiently discriminated, demonstrating
the sensitivity of the THz spectroscopy method for the detection of aromatic hydrocarbons in
their liquid phase. A significant change in the refractive index obtained for the mixture of styrene
and p-xylene with respect to the pure solvents proves that THz-TDS can be employed also as a
quantitative technique for the detection of different VOCs and the identification of mixtures of
them. Moreover, our results suggest the possibility to use THz-TDS as alternative detection tool
for pollutant liquids, and could also be applied to gaseous phase recognition possibly increasing
its sensitivity through plasmonic devices [33] and allowing detection of those chemicals in a
more realistic situation.
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